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The dA-Jcussions we are now conducting are uniquely historic. We

are meeting in the midst of a period unparalleled in Airerican

education. As a nation, America has placed the problems of public

education front and center. Airericans are focusing their

attention on their publi; schools with an intensity that is

unprecedented unprecedented, that is, except for the intensity

of attention that the Airerican Black community has always focused

on the education of its youngsters.

For example, back in 1787 the Freediren of Massachusetts deiranded

education for their children. In their petition to the state

government, the Freediren wrote:

1,
... we fear (to see) our offspring rising in ignorance in a

land of gospel light ... for no other reason than they are

Black."

These parents deiranded an education for their children because

they knew that without it, the promise of Airerican democracy

would remain an unobtainable will o' the wisp.

They demanded an education because they knew that with it, their

children could become full participants in and contributors to

the Great Airerican Experiment.

Those who wanted to deny liberty to Black people knew these

things as well.



For example, in the early 3800's a Baltimore slaveowner named

Auld caught his wife giving reading lessons to their teen-aged

slave. Auld forbade further lessons, warning his wife that "If

you teach him how to read, he'll want to know how to write; and

this accomplished, he'll be running away with himself."

Mistress Auld persisted, however, much to the consternation of

her husband. His dire prediction proved absolutely accurate.

That young slave was Frederick Douglass.

Douglass grew up to be a leading fighter for liberty and

equality, and by necessity an educator of his people.

In fact, every great leader of Black Americans from Turner to

King ... every Black American who has achieved greatness froir

Carver to Bunche to the Black people of today who have reached

the heights of American society ... every one of our leaders and

achievers ... by neccessity has been an educator.

And every Black American educator by necessity has been a

fighter for equality.

I air talking about educators such as Francis Cardozo, such as the

often misunderstood Booker T. Washington, such as Charles Jchnson

and Benjamin May.



And I an talking about Black educators such as you and me and

every member of the National Alliance of Black School Educato:s.

By necessity, we have been, are, and must remain fighters for

equality because America has always needed to be pushed and

prcdded into giving our children and our students the educational

opportunities they need to succeed.

In America, for hundreds of years it was a crime to teach Black

people. But Black educators just like us set up underground

schools. Many were jailed. Many lost their lives. But they won.

America established public schools for all.

'en, for almost one hundred years our children were given

second-class schooling. Again, we Black educators led the fight.

Again, we won. America established equal education as a right

guaranteed to all.

By helping win the fight for guaranteed educational equality, we

Black educators not only helped our own children, we helped the

children of all Americans. We helped establish a system of

education that has made the American people the most educated in

the world.

loday, once again, we rust launch a movement for education.

loday, once again, we must fight for quality education for Black

children and all children-- in Arerica.
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loday, the gains our predecessors helped win could becove the

foundation for further advances or they could be undermined.

'today, the educational reforr ucvcrent that has swept our country

is at a tore in the road, It can take the path toward excellence

and equity or it can turn toward the creation of syster that

educates the few and excludes the rest.

Unfortunately, too :Tway of our state and national leaders seer

hell-bent on taking the path toward exclusion.

'these leaders are promoting exclusionary education by senselessly

slashing funds desperately needed by public schools. And as if

this weren't enough they are promoting exclusionary education

by proposing vouchers and tuition tax credit schemes that would,

in effect, divert funds away from public schools that serve the

many and would channel these funds into the coffers of private

schools that serve an elite few.

And these leaders are promoting exclusionary education by raising

graduation requirements without giving schools the resources they

need to help children meet the new standards.

I want to he perfectly clear: as an educator I strongly Fupport

all efforts to raise graduation requirements. in tact, in :Ty

twenty years as a teacher of :Tore than 2,000 students, many of



whoir were Black, I have enforced the highest possible acadeiric

standards.

And I know that you who have dedicated your lives to the

teaching of students, especially Black and irinority students

are doing the sare.

For example, by dint of your dedication in the face of policies

that hinder achieveLent among irinority students you are

succeeding in helping black youngsters achieve higher and higher

averages on the Scholastic Aptitude Tests.

And you are succeeding in draratically raising the reading levels

of Black and irinority students.

I congratulate you on your accoirplishirents. You are fulfilling

the historic dual role of Black educators by being both teachers

and leaders.

But you and i alonct cannot coirplete the job of achieving

nationwide educational excellence for Black students. The task is

just too great.

Here are just two of the facts that illustrate the scope of the

probler:



o Elspite gains in reading skills wrong Blacks, the average

17-year old Black student today still reads at the saire level as

the average 13-year old white student.

o And despite rises in the latest SA' scores, soire 2,000

fewer Black students bothered tc take the test last year,

indicating that fewer Black students intend to go to college.

'ere is a clear wessage in these statistics: the gap between the

educational achieveffents of Black students and white students

will be closed only if the educational reforw woveffent becotres

cowwited to closing it. If the educational reforw woveffent does

not turn its attention to the needs of Black youngsters, these

children will be blocked frow receiving quality education just as

surely as if a segregationist governor were blocking their frow

entering school.

And there is a clear lesson to be learned fror the history of our

country: if we as Black educators do not insist that the needs of

Black youngsters be addressed, they will not be.

But by fighting to fulfill the educational needs c- Black

students, we autocratically will be fighting to fulfill the

educational needs of all students because trillions of white,

Hispanic and Asian youngsters now face the sane tragic burdens

that face wany Black students.



For exarrple, while it is true that the rajority of black

youngsters live below the poverty level; it is also true that

growing nurrbers of students in all racial and ethnic groups are

plagued by poverty. In fact, fully 50 percent of all high school

students today are forced to work to help support therrselves and

their farrilies.

While it is true that in Airerica's largest cities the dropout

rate airong Black and Hispanic students is fifty to seventy

percent, it is also true that across the nation over 26 percent

of all high school students drop out before they graduate.

All groups of students white, Black and others are plagued by

alarrring rates of drug abu6e, shocking percelLtages of teenage

pregnancy, frightening levels of crirre, and heart-rending nurrbers

of suicides.

And a recent study by the Education Corrission of the States

concluded that at least 15 percent of all Americans between the

ages of 16 and 19 are so "disconnected" frorr society, they will

never becorre productive individuals.

My friends, our educational systerr is failing to reach these

students who have dropped out and these youngsters who have

becorre "disconnected."
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It is meaningless to demand that our students achieve higher

staniatd3 unless we also create educational environments that

encourage and inspire. Unless we reach our students, we cannot

expect our students to reach for excellence. And if we do not

reach our students, America and the ideals for which she stands

will truly be at risk. If our schools do not continually strive

for equity as well as excellence, they will help create an

undereducated underclass.

That is why we must join together to block those who would ignore

the needs of the growing millions of our youngsters. We, as Black

educators, rust once again push and prod America toward equity

and excellence.

We must do this on behalf of all Americans because more than any

other group of Americans, we know how to do it. In fact, zany of

us have been fighting for equity all our lives.

Fighting for educational equity and excellence in America today

means re-examing all our educational policies and procedures. It

means re-examing how teachers teach and students learn.

Achieving our goals of excellence and equity means nothing less

than the total restructuring of Arerican education.
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As the first step toward excellence and equity, we riust develop

plans for encouraging talented, dynairic young people to becoire

classrooir teachers.

We need large nuirbers of new people coring into our profession,

because a teacher shortage of tragic proportions is threatening

our schools and our children's future.

This teacher shortage is also threatening to rake irinority

teachers especially Black teachers -- an endangered species.

But our schools desperately need rore trained Black and irinority

teachers. Our irinority children need the positive role rodels

that highly skilled rinority teachers provide.

let us declare here and now: we will no longer tolerate the

duirping of untrained, uncertified teachers into the clasLroors of

predominately rinority schools. We will nc longer sit silently by

while an elite, mall corps of teachers is trained to teach

gifted and talented your...ters while the other students are

taught by people who en th 2rofession merely as a temporary

stopover on their way to sore other line of work.

Yes, the teaching profession rust begin to aggressively recruit

the best ana the brightest young people this nation has to offer.

And before they enter the classroom, we rust guarantee these

young people the best training the world has to offer. And once



we attract the best and the brightest, we rust develop strategies

for keeping their.

Today, only half of those who enter teaching reffain wore than

five years. Why do teachers quit?

They quit because they are frustrated by wages that are below

professional levels. They quit because they are not getting

adirinistrative and coirirunity support. And rost irportant-- they

quit because they are deiroralized by educational policy iraking

procedures that freeze their out.

Ignoring the opinions of classrooir teachers puts educational

excellence and equity out of reach. leachers know what rust be

done to achieve excellence and equity. But they are seldoff asked.

Where we teachers are asked where we teachers are wade equal

partners in our schools' decision- iraking procedures we bring

out the best in everyone teachers, students and adrinistrators

alike.

Aside froir attracting, training, keeping and erpowering dedicated

classroor teachers, the fight for educational excellence and

equity rust air to guarantee our youngsters a relevant education.

Let's face 3' -- frost students drop out because they don't see how

education will help their in the future.
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By a relevant education, I rean an education that helps our

children, Black children, to think, to organize, to analyze and

synthesize ideas and knowledge.

By a relevant education, I irean an education that helps children

understand the relationship between the works of Socrates,

Hillel, sandhi, and Dr. Martin Luther King, an education that

helps their appreciate and be roved by the works of Mozart j1:3t as

the! are roved by the irusic of Michael Jackson-

And by a relevant education, I irean we 'rust guarantee our

students an education that will help their understand the world of

the future the world they will live in after we, their

teachers, are gone.

We, as Black educatJrs, have a special responsibility to help

Black youngsters understand that the world of tororrow will bring

a job rarket characterized by an aralgau of new professions

professions unheard of today. And these professions will

continually change as technology changes.

We have a special responsibility to help Black youngsters

understand that only with a good education can they hope to

coirpete and succeed in that job ffarket.

And --rost irportant --we have a special responsibility to give

Black students an education that will eupower their to break the
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chains of racist political and econotric policies that now choke

their.

How do we st,.rt to develop a relevant, etrpowering education that

inspires our students to achieve excellence?

We start by developing educational techniques that cut through

the probleirs and pressures burdening our students. For exairple,

we rust develop ways to make students active participants in

learning. We rust try out variable teaching period lengths

instead of standardized 40 or 45 irinute sessions. And we rust

experitrent with the use of new technology.

We start by ii,Jisting that our schools upgrade the education

Black and other trinority students receive. For example, we rust

begin to insist that the acadetric courses in our schools be

desegregated so _hat trore trinority and female students can enroll

in calculus, physics, French, Advanced Placetrent English, and

other "advanced" courses.

And we start down the road toward el:ce/12r, and equity by

developing programs to involve parents .n the education of their

children, progrars that speak to the parents' needs as well as to

the needs of their children. We trust help parents learn how to

teach their youngsters the irportance of a good education and to

instill in their children the self-confidence and self-control

needed to acquire it.
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Parents are the prirary role irodels for their children. If

parents value educational achieverent and effectively corrunicate

this to their children, their children will alrost always work to

achieve.

We rust encourage parents to do siwple things such as refusing to

give fake excuses for absences, insisting that the television be

turned off and the telephone receiver be put on the hook ulitil

horework is corpleted, and setting aside a specific -'study"

table so that youngsters have a place to do horework.

We rust encourage parents to work closely with us fror the

beginning of their children's educational career to the end.

My fziends, I have just outlined a prograr to achieve educational

excellence and equity in this country. It includes attracting

talented ren and woven to the teaching profession, keeping their

in the profession, and erpowering their to be full professionals.

It includes the developrent of curricula that truly prepare

students for the f.Ature and the creation of learning atrrospheres

that inspire creativity and achieverent.

And it includes the developrent of strategies to forge

cooperation between classroor teachers and parents.
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I know that in order to put this prograir into motion, we need the

support of all sectors of the educational community: teacher-

educators, educational administrators, as well as classroom

teachers and parents. And to put this program into motion, we

need the support of all levels of government: local, state and

federal.

Let's be frank. Our school districts need money if they are to

develop programs that keep children in school and that make

schools excellent.

And, indeed, state and local governments have been working to

provide the resources needed to improve the quality of education

in America.

However, this has not been the case with our federal government.

For the past five years, the Reagan Administration has spent its

time and energies firing volley after volley at America's public

schools.

For the past five years, this Adrinistration has fed our 40

million public school children an anorexic budget which has

starved them of the educational excellence and equity they need

and deserve.



And for the past five years the Reagan Administration has

senselessly slashed funds to higher education, preventing zany

minority students from entering college.

And after all it has done to block the progress of Black

Americans, this Administration has the effrontery, in the words

of williau Bradford Reynolds, "to try to rake us believe that it

has been to the irountaintop, that it is our ally, our friend."

Zhis Administration has the gall to say it wants to help Black

and rinority children get a better education.

dow? By proposing we set up a voucher systerr to allow families

to use Chapter I funds to send their children to privato schools.

Administration officials call their scheme the Equity and Choice

Act of 1985 --TEACH.

But I agree with Mike Casserly of the Council of Great City

Schools, who said the proposal should be called DOPE

Destruction of Public Education because that's exactly what its

troffers designed it to do.

'they air to underuine public schools by destroying the most

successful federal education prograr we have, Chapter One, and by

propping up the schools that serve costly riddle- and upper-class

Americans.
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Whatever you call the voucher proposal, it is a cruel hoax on the

poor.

Ihis Adirinistration hasn't been to the rountaintop it hasn't

even been to a hilltop.

If it sincerely desires to help rinority and poor fairilies, it

would fully fund Chapter One prograirs so that all of the 11

trillion children who have been identified as needing their could

participate, not just the 45 percent who now do.

Ladies and Gentleiren, it is clear to ire that we cannot -epend on

Washington to initiate, on its own, the prograrrs needed to

deliver to the Arerican people the quality education they no%.

deirand.

It is clear to ire that this task is ours.

I believe it is the rost iirportant task facing every porson in

this row.

And I believe that working together, we can do it. We can create

a systeir of public education in Afferica that truly reets the

needs of its people.

In the words of Mary McLeod Bethune:
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"There is now before us an unparalled opportunity. This is our

day! Doors will open everywhere! The floodtide of a new life is

coring in."

And I will add try own words to Mrs. Bethune's:

I believe that as Black educators we owe it to ourselves, to our

students, to Black Arericans, and to our nation to infuse ''new

life" into the Airerican educational syster.

The great Rabbi Hillel asked three questions that have resounded

throughout the ages:

One: If I an not for nvself, who will be for re? In other

words, we rust build our own future.

Two: If we are only for ourselves, what are we? That is,

building our future !Teats working to benefit all.

And three, the question that rost pertains to the urgenCy of

our task of creating nationwide excellent, equitable education:

If not now, when?

The tire is now, and together we can get the job done.

Our future, and the future of our nation depends On it.
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